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Install base station
1.  Set up the base station and secure it using screw mounts.

2.  Connect the base station's cable to the power adapter. If the base station is too 
far from a power outlet, use an extension cable to connect the adapter to the station. 
Make sure to tighten the nuts securely to keep wwater out.
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3.  Plug the adapter into a 100-240V power outlet.

WARNING :  For placing and fixing power adapter

Avoid direct sunlight exposure or direct rain.

Place in a well-ventilated indoor area.

Keep it at least 30cm (12") high from the floor to avoid possible damage caused by 

water.

•
•

•
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NOTE: If you want your TerraMow to mow in a certain direction of the cutting route, 

please configure it in the TerraMow app.

Assemble station garage
1.  Attach the garage to the top of the station from back to front, make sure the inner 
protrusion of the garage is inserted into the groove of the station tower.

2.  Tighten the 4 screws on the back of the garage.
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WARNING:
DO NOT place anything on top of the garage to prevent damage to it or 
interference with code recognition.
The garage cannot be lifted.
If it snows a lot or has heavy snowfall, it is recommended to store TerraMow 
indoors. If TerraMow is stored under the garage, clear snow before starting work. 

•

•
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3.3 Activate TerraMow
Insert safety key

Connect to the Internet

Place your TerraMow upright and insert the safety key into the keyhole at its bottom.

WARNING:
•Please make sure the key is correctly oriented.

NOTE :
During connecting, make sure the distance between your phone and TerraMow is 
less than 3m (10').
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1.  Turn on the main switch at the bottom of your TerraMow.

2.  Make sure your TerraMow is on the base station.
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4.  Press and hold both the buttons for 5s until the light panel starts and

white flashing.

3.   Sign in to the App and tap "Add TerraMow".
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5.  Follow the on-screen instructions to connect to the Internet.

Update to the latest firmware
For a better experience, please update to the latest firmware version before using your 
TerraMow.

If your TerraMow's firmware version is outdated, you will see a pop-up . Tap the 
"Update now" button and follow the promopts

•
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• If you don't see the pop-up:

    1.Go to "Settings" in the "Robot" tab.

2.  Tap "Over-the-Air (OTA) updates" to check for the new update.
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3.  If a new version is available, a red dot will appear next to the “Latest version”. 
Tap "Update now" to start self-check before updating. It takes about 20-30 mins to 
complete the update.

WARNING:
•DO NOT power off or perform other operations on your TerraMow during 
updating.

NOTE： 
When updating firmware
•Make sure your TerraMow's battery is above 30%.
•Make sure the main switch is on.
•Always keep your TerraMow parked on the base station.

Charge your TerraMow
Charge for the first time

After long storage, your TerraMow may have a low battery. Please manually place 
it on the base station and charge fully. Make sure the charging pins both on the 
station and your TerraMow are in good contact.

•
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Manual charging during daily use

a. You can tap the          button in the App

b. Or, pause your TerraMow's task and then press the           button, then          button    

•

•

•

Light panel during charging 

The light panel indicator bars on your TerraMow display its charging status:

a.The green light flashes while charging, and the bars indicate the current battery 
level of your TerraMow. 

b.After fully charged, the green light remains solid.

Auto-charge during daily use

TerraMow returns to the station automatically for charging when the battery is low during 
daily use, and resumes task when the battery is enough.
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WARNING :
DO NOT charge if your TerraMow, the power adapter, the base station, or the 
power outlet is damaged.

DO NOT charge your TerraMow when the temperature is above 45℃ (113 ℉ ), or 
below 5 ℃ (41 ℉ ). The battery has built-in temperature protection and will not 
charge if the limit is exceeded.

When there is an abnormal smell, sound or light display, stop charging 
immediately and contact after-sales service.

Keep away from inflammable and explosive materials when charging.

•

•

•

•


